General Project Information

Mayde Creek Elementary/Mayde Creek Junior
High Foundation Repair Work

Project: Foundation Repair Work

Project Description: Repairs to the foundation at MCE & MCJH

Project Priority: 1

Background & Justification: MCE was opened in 1984 and received some minor alterations and renovations in 1992 and 2008. MCJH opened in 1979 and received minor renovations or alterations in 1986, 1990, 2000, and 2002. In 2011, MCJH received a comprehensive renovation. In 2015, both schools began to experience settlement issues in various parts of the building due to environmental conditions (drought & rain extremes). The District hired an engineer to evaluate both campuses. Recommendations from that study were developed for this project scope to make the necessary repairs to the foundations and walls of the buildings.